
 

Did you know Primrose Creations has CSA options available for purchase? We

have several different options to choose from! Not sure what a CSA is? Here’s the

quick breakdown!

CSA is short for Community Supported Agriculture. Through the purchase of a

CSA membership, you are funding that farmer’s operations that include the

purchase of seeds and upgrades/changes to infrastructure to ensure you receive the

very best product available. In return, you receive regularly scheduled deliveries of

fresh cut flowers! It’s a win-win for our local ecosystem and our local economy.

Unfortunately, the CSA memberships are only available to residents within 50

miles of the farm. Don’t be sad if you live farther away! You’ll still get plenty of

updates and pictures along the way!

If you’re interested in what else we have to offer, head on over to our shop!
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If you aren't following us on Instagram or just missed our post, we adopted a hen!

About 2 weeks before Christmas I was contacted by a woman wondering if I’d be

interested in adopting her chicken. Who was I to say no?? She had a rough year

with her flock being overtaken by raccoons and wanted to give her hen the best

chance at a happy life. Her momma was afraid she’d become lonely and

depressed. A week later Rosie arrived at the farm and has been living happily

ever since. I’m officially a chicken rescuer!!

Projects around seem to be taking forever. At no fault to anyone, holidays and

family make this time of year difficult to keep up with the never-ending list of

things to do. Our one big project has finally taken off and will hopefully be

completed before winter is over! Our wood stove was purchased used in November

and took some time to recover back to its former glory. The matt black is such a
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beautiful thing! The part that took the longest was narrowing down where we

were going to order the pipe and adapters. Chris finally decided to order from

Menards The parts arrived quickly and our stove should be working in no time!

I’m so excited to warm our house with a nice fire while relying less on our oil

heating system. Sustainability for the win! I may or may not have had a heart

attack while Chris is on the roof finishing it off..!

What are your plans for this new year? I want to hear all about it! Not only do

you inspire me with your ideas, but you also make me feel like I'm not alone!

Projects can be stressful while in the throws of it all but when it's all done, you

always want to do more!

Reach out to us on Facebook or Instagram to let us know!

As always, #lovethelifeyoulive!

 

Christina

What's Growing in January

Lisianthus will be started by the end of the month.

Propagation of Scented Geranium will begin and continue

Houseplants are continuing to be started with new varieties being added
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